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FOREWORD
This guide book is designed for international and degree tutors to help tutors to understand their duties as
a tutor. Some things in this guide concern only degree or international tutors but are useful information to
all tutors. This guide has been done in co-operation with LAMK.

TUTOR’S ABC
DEGREE TUTOR
Degree tutors are a mix of peer tutors and international tutors. They help the new international degree
students to adjust to Finland and Finnish culture. They also help the whole group of new students to get to
know the study environment at LAMK.
HEAD TUTOR
Each faculty have their own head tutors. There is a head tutor for all different kind of tutors: peer,
international and degree. Head tutors are a link between the tutors, the school and LAMKO. All head tutors
meet once a month together with LAMKO’s head of tutoring and head of international affairs to plan and
develop tutoring in LAMK.
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Head of international affairs is a member of LAMKO’s student board. He/She oversees organizing
international tutoring and promoting the interests of international students at LAMK together with the
adviser of tutoring.
INTERNATIONAL TUTOR
International tutors are students who tutor exchange students. Tutors are the first friends to exchange
students and help them to get familiar with the new culture, country and school.
LAMK
Lahti University of Applied Sciences (LAMK) is a multidisciplinary institute of higher education. There are
about 5300 students studying in different degree programs. The school has 400 personnel, of which 250 are
teachers. In LAMK you can study social and healthcare, design, technology and business and hospitality
management.
LAMKO
LAMKO is the student union of Lahti University of Applied Sciences. LAMKO’s job is to promote the
interests of the students of LAMK. Part of promoting the interests of the students is to monitor the quality
of education, acquiring member benefits and promoting social policy interests. All the operators in LAMKO
are students, except the office personnel.

SAMOK
SAMOK is the association of University of Applied Sciences’ students of Finland. SAMOK operates on a
national level and acquires national student benefits. It represents around 14 000 students studying in
universities of applied sciences in Finland. SAMOK also affects the parliament and other political operators.
ADVISER OF TUTORING AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Adviser of tutoring is an employee at the student union. She works together with the head of tutoring and
head of international affairs and organizes tutoring at LAMK. The adviser also runs the everyday operations
of tutoring and international activities.
TUTOR CONTRACT
All tutors sign a tutor contract where they agree to commit to tutor’s responsibilities.
TUTOR DIARY
In tutor diary you mark down all the hours you have been tutoring. You will get signatures for your tutoring
hours from your head tutor or LAMKO’s head of international affairs. From your tutor diary you can also
find instructions on writing your tutor report after you have ended tutoring.
TUTOR KICK OFF
Tutor kick off is organized every year in August and it kicks off the tutoring year. Kick off is compulsory to all
tutors.
TUTORMEETING
Head tutors organize a meeting for all tutors once a month. It is important for all tutors to take part in
these meetings because in the meetings you solve problems, develop and plan tutoring in the faculty.
TUTOR T-SHIRT
Every tutor’s uniform, the yellow t-shirt. Wear a tutor t-shirt when tutoring at school and during the first
week of school and whenever you are tutoring.
PEER TUTOR
Peer tutor students in the Finnish degree programs. They are the guides to the new students especially in
the beginning of the school year and they help the new students to get to know each other.

BEING A TUTOR
The most important job for a tutor is to be peer support for the new students, help them to adjust to a new
school and help them to get to know the other students. Tutors represent LAMKO and LAMK for the
students, so they must be able to tell things about LAMKO and LAMK. Tutors are not supposed to share
their own opinions as truths but to tell the facts and let the new students to form their own opinions. We
did some research and found out what the students, LAMKO and LAMK expect from the tutors. Here’s what
we found out.

ATTRIBUTES OF A GOOD TUTOR
A good tutor is

















highly motivated
committed
available
flexible
has good social skills
easy to approach
has sufficient knowledge and skills on university’s services
furthers the team spirit of new students
patient and consistent, lots of people ask the same questions
open
helpful
friendly
inspiring
active
interested in tutoring!
knows what he/she is doing

Some of these qualities come naturally, some still need to be practiced and some need to be just learned.
Attitude and motivation are, however, the most important things.

EXPECTATIONS OF THE STUDENTS
Students expect the following things from tutors: positive attitude, activeness, the ability to take initiative,
events, information about new things, support, can tell about courses and teachers and general
information about LAMK. Tutors should have good interaction skills and the will to get along with different
people.

LAMKO’S EXPECTATIONS
LAMKO oversees training the tutors and running the tutoring activities according to the cooperation
contract made with LAMK.
One of the duties of a tutor is to represent LAMKO and LAMK. Tutors can tell what LAMKO is, what it does
and why. They can tell students where to get the student card and where LAMKO’s office is. Tutors inform
the new students about LAMKO’s events and encourage them to participate in them to get to know the
other students. Tutors can also tell about the services that LAMK offers to students.
LAMKO expects our tutors to be good examples to the students, be friendly and helpful and take his or her
duties as a tutor seriously so that the students get the support they need.

CREDITS AND TUTOR DIARY
You can get 3 credits from international and degree tutoring after two semesters of tutoring. Head tutors
can also get an extra 2 credits for being a head tutor of the faculty. One ECT equals 27 hours of tutoring.
To get the credits, you must write down what you have done. During the training you will be given a tutor
diary, where you write down what you have done, when and how much time did it take.
You also must write down in the tutor diary how much you have kept in touch with your students. You need
to get signature from your head tutor for all your tutor activities. When you have quit tutoring, you need to
return the tutor diary as well as the learning assignment to LAMKO office to receive the ECTS.

STEPS OF TUTORING
You will get the list of the new students you will be tutoring in advance from your head tutor. Here’s what
to do next:

CONTACT BY E-MAIL
You will get contact information to your students from the international head tutor of your faculty. Contact
your students as soon as possible by sending them an email where you introduce yourself. Tell them who
you are, what you study and why are you contacting them. You can tell already on the first letter that you
will be picking them up from the bus station when they arrive and take them to their apartments.
Find out as early as possible the date and time of their arrival, maybe also the flight number. Change
telephone numbers so you can reach each other if something happens! Facebook is also good in keeping
contact!
It’s quite shocking to be in a place where they don’t know anyone or anything. The more you get to know
them before you meet, the easier it is to make them feel welcome.
Here is an example of a firs email to your student:

Hello Mariana
My name is Juha, I study environmental technology at Lahti University of applied sciences
and I will be your student tutor. My job as a tutor is to help you to start your studies here in
our school and in Lahti. If you have any questions I am happy to help you.
I will come to meet you at the Lahti bus station when you arrive to Lahti. Do you already
know when you will be arriving to Lahti?
On Facebook there is a group for all the students coming to study in Lahti UAS in the autumn.
If you are on Facebook join the group. You can find by the name Nursing International
NUR15. I’m also on Facebook, you can send me friend request.
Welcome to Lahti!
Juha

KEYS TO THE APARTMENT
Most of the exchange students and international degree students live in Oppilastalo housing. To make the
students arrival easier you will go to pick up the key to the apartment beforehand.
Keys for exchange students: You can get the keys from LukkoÄssä if your student has paid the deposit for
the apartment. LukkoÄssä has the list of all tutors so any of the tutors can pick up the student’s key if you
cannot pick up the key for your own student. When going to pick up the key you need to have the student’s
name and address. You will receive a from LukkoÄssä that you need to give to the student to sign once you
give the key to them. The form moves the responsibility of the key from the tutor to the student. Tutor
must keep that form save until the student has returned his key to LukkoÄssä.
Keys for degree students: To pick up the key for a degree students apartment the student must have first
signed the rental agreement. Students can do it by asking Lahden Talot to send them the contract by email,
print it, sign it and then scan it and send back to Lahden Talot. Then the student writes a letter of
permission that the tutor can pick up his key. The tutor can pick up the key with that letter from LukkoÄssä.
LukkoÄssä office is in the city center in Aleksanterinkatu. Check their webpage for opening hours. You
should also check the condition of the apartment before they arrive and inform Oppilastalo if the
apartment is not clean, there is something broken or not working. If there are furniture missing (only for
exchange students) you should contact directly school’s international office at intoffice@lamk.fi.
Exchange students at the social and healthcare faculty will be living at Hoitajankatu. Those keys you can get
from the janitor at Hoitajankatu. If your student is not living in Oppilastalo housing he will need to organize
when to pick up the key by himself.

MEET YOUR STUDENT
When your student arrives go to the main bus station to welcome your student. Guide your student to their
apartment. If the busses are running, take a bus. While sitting in the bus you can also guide how the public
transportation works in Lahti and point out important landmarks in the city. You can collect the bus fare
from LAMKO office by bringing the bus tickets to LAMKO office (2 bus tickets per student, only the tutors,
not the students). For spring bring the receipts to LAMKO office by the end of February, for autumn by the
end of September. If your student arrives at night and you must take a taxi you may ask from the school’s
student exchange coordinator if they will pay for your taxi fare.
The students have been given instructions to arrive to Lahti during the day. They have been told that if
arriving in the middle of the night it will be harder for the tutor to be there to meet him and then he should
organize how to get to the apartment himself. When asking your student when he will be arriving it is good
to recommend arriving during the day or staying the night in Helsinki if he arrives during the night.
Make sure that you give your phone number to your tutoree and that you have theirs in case their plane or
bus gets delayed or you just cannot find each other in the bus station. If you are not able to meet your
student when he arrives you are responsible of making sure that there is someone to meet him and guide
to the apartment. You can first ask help from the other tutors in your faculty and your head tutor. You can
also ask help from tutors from the other faculties.

RENTAL AGREEMENT
For degree students: If your student lives in Oppilastalo/ Lahden Talot housing they need to go to Lahden
Talot office to sign the rental agreement. This needs to be done as soon as possible, but at the latest one
week from arrival. From the Lahden Talot office they will also get the instructions of rent payments,
password to extranet (laundry room reservations are done through that) and other necessary information
about living in Oppilastalo apartments. They also need to fill in the tenant card to report the condition of
their room when they arrive.
For exchange students: Lahden Talot will come to the orientation week and students will sign the rental
agreements then. Exchange students don’t need to go to Lahden talot office. Students need to fill in the
tenant card to report the condition of their room when they arrive.
You can find more information about living in Oppilastalo housing from Oppilastalo housing guide that you
can find from Oppilastalo webpage and LAMK webpage. You should recommend your students to read it
and it is not a bad idea to read it yourself.

FIRST DAYS
First day in a new environment is overwhelming to anyone. Tutors play a very important part for the new
students in the beginning of the school year. Tutors should prepare to spend the first day with the new
students.
Show your students around Lahti and help them with daily routines. Go to the food store with them, show
them where the banks, post offices, police, pharmacies and doctors are. If they have some hobbies, show
them the facilities. Get them the possible bus card and the bus timetables (and show the stops they need
for school), Finnish phone number, bank account etc.
LAMK has gathered a guide to international students coming to study in Lahti. It has basic information
about Finland and Lahti, insurances, bank accounts, etc. You can find it on LAMK’s webpage. Your students
should read it through and it is not a bad idea for tutors to read it also.
Tutors’ help is also needed during the students’ orientation weeks so that is also part of tutors’ duties.
More specific information about the orientation program you will get from your head tutor or LAMKO’s
adviser of tutoring.

WHEN IN SCHOOL
During the first weeks of school arrange e.g. lunches together with your students and be in contact as much
as possible. Ask them how they’re doing, and have they had any problems. You may also arrange for a
group gathering for everyone to get to know each other, tutors and new students.

Help your tutorees with using Reppu, Respa, Yammer, Lukkarikone and Peppi. Check yourself on how to use
those in English if you have not done that before. Help them to find the courses and enroll on those in
Peppi. The first day’s routines differ in each faculty so be in touch with your faculty’s head of tutors.

KEEP IN TOUCH
Keep in touch with your students during the first school year. Say hello to them on the hallways and every
now and then ask them how they are doing. Be available for the students’ problems and questions, because
there sure will be some. Hang around together; go to the movies, bowling, cook together…. whatever. Also,
keep in touch to your coordinator and head tutor and let them know what is happening, as well as LAMKO.

RECRUITING NEW TUTORS
Continuity is very important in tutoring. New students come every year so new tutors are also needed
every year. One of the duties of a tutor is also recruiting new tutors. Plan together with the other tutors at
your faculty how you will handle the recruiting. Visit with the other tutors all the classes and tell them
about the ongoing search for new tutors. Tell them about your own experiences about tutoring and why
students should become tutors. Your head of tutors will give you more information about the recruit.

TUTORING YEAR

June/July

August

September

October/
November

December

• the lists of coming new students will arrive
• contacting your tutorees
• rest and enjoy the summer

• tutor Kick Off
• keep contact with your students
• new students arrive
• orientation weeks for exchange students

• orientation week for degree programmes
• keep contact with your tutorees, have lunch together etc
• freshmen party
• the search for new international tutors starts
• faculty tutor meeting

• keep contact with your students
• training for new international tutors
• entrance exams for international business students
• faculty tutor meeting

• the lists of exchange students for the spring arrive
• contacting the new exchange students
• Farewell to autumn's exchange students
• tutor t-shirt day
• tutors' christmas party
• faculty training for new international tutors

January

February/March

• new exchange and degree students arrive
• faculty tutor meeting
• keep contact with your tutorees
• Orientation days for new students

• the search for new tutors
• faculty tutor training
• keep contact with your tutorees

April

• tutor trainings
• faculty tutor meeting
• entrance exams for English degree programmes

May

• faculty trainings for new tutors
• Farewell to exchange students

JUNE/JULY






The lists of coming new students will arrive
o Head tutors will receive the lists of the arriving students and will divide the students to
tutors. You will get 1-4 of your own tutorees depending on the number of tutors. The
number of exchanges students is bigger in other faculties so in some cases tutor will get
students from other faculty that is not his own.
Contacting your tutorees
o Contact your students by email as soon as you get their contact information. After the first
email you may also keep contact by Facebook if your students want to. If you don’t get a
reply from your student in 1-2 weeks contact your head tutor.
Rest and enjoy the summer
o You will be very busy in August and September when the students arrive, and school starts.
Enjoy the summer and relax so that you are ready for the busy summer.

AUGUST






Tutor Kick Off
o Tutor Kick Off kick off the tutoring year. All tutors gather to hear about important issues
during the upcoming school year and to test out the check points for the freshmen party.
Tutor kick off is about remembering what it is to be a tutor, some important information
for the coming school year and something to eat.
Students arrive
o Most of the international students arrive during August. Be sure you know in advance what
time your students are arriving to Lahti, meet them at the bus station and show them to
their housing. Make sure that you have exchanged phone number in case e.g. your
student’s flight gets delayed.
Orientation weeks for exchange students
o Orientation week for exchange students starts in the middle of August and lasts for two
weeks. During the orientation week tutors are also needed to take part in the program.
LAMKO’s adviser of tutoring will send more information about the orientation program and
when and where tutors are needed.

SEPTEMBER








Orientation week for degree programs
o Tutors are needed during the orientation week to chat, answer questions and organize
program for the students to get to know each other and the city of Lahti.
Keep contact with your tutorees, have lunch together etc.
o Your students have arrived and settled in their accommodation, but the city and school are
still new. Make sure to have a lunch date with your students to ask how they are doing and
to answer their questions.
Freshmen party
o The biggest student party of the autumn semester kick off the school year and welcomes
the new students to LAMK
The search for new tutors starts
o New tutors are trained twice a year.

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER




Keep contact with your students
o Most of the practical issues of starting studies are probably solved but you should keep
contact with your students. You can go to a movie or to an ice hockey match together.
Invite your students to join you in your activities.
Training for new international tutors
o New international and degree tutors are trained twice a year. The trainings will be held in
two parts



Entrance exams for international business students
o Tutors are present at the entrance exams to help with guiding and other practicalities,
answering questions and helping the applicants.

DECEMBER







The lists of the incoming international students for the spring semester arrive
Contacting the new students
o Send a message to your students and find out when they are arriving to Lahti. Because of
the holidays you should find out this as soon as possible so that you know to arrange your
schedule so that you will be able to meet your students. Advise them to not arrive on New
Year’s Eve or the New Year’s Day.
Faculty training for new tutors
o In LAMKOs tutor training new tutors get the important information they need in tutoring.
In faculty training new tutors get to meet the older tutors and get to learn tutoring in their
own faculty.
Farewell to autumn's exchange students
o Exchange students leave to go back home usually just a few days before Christmas. We say
goodbye and see you.

JANUARY






New students arrive
o Be sure you know in advance what time your students are arriving to Lahti, meet them at
the bus station and show them to their housing. Make sure that you have exchanged
phone number in case e.g. your student’s flight gets delayed.
Orientation days
o The spring orientation for the exchange students is different from the autumn orientation.
It is organized at the beginning of the semester but lasts only for a few days including only
the most important info and some fun.
Keep contact with your tutorees
o Make sure to keep contact with your students as the new semester begins.

FEBRUARY/MARCH


The search for new tutors
o LAMKO is looking for new tutors. Help LAMKO and the head tutor recruit new tutors. Don’t
forget to tell your friends also.



Keep contact with your tutorees
o Remember to keep contact with your students via email, Facebook and inviting them to
your activities

APRIL




Tutor trainings
o New tutors will be trained in two-part training. These tutors will start their tutoring in the
autumn.
Entrance exams for English degree programs
o Tutors present at the entrance exams to help with guiding and other practicalities,
answering questions and helping the applicants

MAY




Faculty trainings for new tutors
o In faculty training new tutors meet the older tutors and get more information about
tutoring in their own faculty
Farewell party for the exchange students
o It’s time to say goodbye to the exchange students with a farewell party

PROBLEMATIC SITUATIONS AND HOW TO SOLVE THEM
Tutors can face all sorts of problematic situations. Some of the problems are things that the students deal
with and they are looking for help from the tutors. Some of the problems are things that the tutors must
deal with and need help with.

TUTOR’S ETHICS
Tutors have a great responsibility. They are perceived as big brothers/sisters to look up to. Tutors are one
of the first people that the new students are in contact with and feel that they can depend on if they have
any problems.
Tutor is an influential person, much like teachers, whose words are remembered throughout a new
student’s time in LAMK. That is why tutors should think beforehand, what they say and how they act.
Everything influences how the new students see the tutors, the school, the teachers and studying. Tutors
cannot transfer their own opinions directly to the new students; they should let them form their own
opinions.

Whenever the new students confide in you, it is confidential. You should try to be discreet in helping them.
Your job is not to come up with solutions to every problem but to guide the new students to someone
more equipped to deal with the problems.

PROBLEMS STUDENTS DEAL WITH
Problems that students face in a new school usually have to do with school and the atmosphere in the
school. Studies are sometimes viewed problematic; don’t know what courses to take etc. Tutors should tell
the students about their own experiences, for example, such and such course was good, and that course
focuses on these things. Don’t share your own negative experiences with the students; let them form their
own opinions. Focus on telling the facts; guide the student to a right place to get more information, if
needed.
If you don’t know something, guide the student somewhere where she/he can get answers. Do not leave
them alone with their problems. If you don’t know who to guide the student to, find out and get back to
them later.
The quieter students can easily be left aside if they don’t have the courage to become part of the group.
Think about ways to get them involved. Be active yourself and get in contact with them and make sure no
one is left alone. Also think about what kind of things you do in a group; not everyone is interested in
partying. Fun things to do can be for example bowling and other games.

PROBLEMS TUTORS DEAL WITH
Every tutor deals with different problems. Not all problems are taken that seriously, but often that leaves
the students with a bad taste in their mouth. All though tutors are very wise, even they don’t know the
answers to everything. Still tutors should be active themselves and find out the answer to questions
bothering the students. Learn to share your problematic situations with other tutors and think about
solutions together. However, remember to protect the privacy of the students and talk about things
discreetly.
One of the biggest problems tutors face is creating “group spirit”. How to get the quiet students involved?
How do you get the group to work together when no one seems to care about anything? Tutors should
never give up, otherwise the students are left with the feeling that the tutor was never there. Think about
what kind of meetings you could arrange in school. Maybe you could for example go to lunch break
together? Even the small gatherings matter.

CULTURE SHOCK
When facing a new, unknown culture and at the same time losing the old one people can suffer a culture
shock. The symptoms or feelings involved can be both mental and physical. Usually it can’t be avoided and
that is why it needs to be recognized. Culture shock is always personal.
Culture shock can be divided into 4 different phases: Honeymoon phase, negotiation phase, adjustment
phase and reverse culture shock aka re-entry shock.

HONEYMOON
Honeymoon phase happens within the first few weeks of arriving to a new country. During this phase,
everything seems wonderful and new. It’s the time to discover exotic and exciting things in everyday life.

NEGOTIATION
After some weeks, the differences between the old and the new starts to feel exhausting and in many ways
unpleasant. Minor issues can feel impossible to deal with. There can be feelings of home-sickness,
tiredness and depression. It’s important to try to be active and find the excitement again.

ADJUSTMENT
After some time, one learns how to deal with the differences. The new culture starts to feel like home and
life to become “normal”. Unpleasant and difficult situations don’t feel that major anymore. For a person to
get here, one needs to accept the previous phase of culture shock and deal with it.
REVERSE CULTURE SHOCK
Reverse culture shock can be much stronger than the original culture shock. Getting back to old habits can
feel even more exhausting due all the new experiences. One has changed and can find it difficult to find
their place in their old life. People can prepare themselves for what is coming.

CULTURE SHOCK CAN CAUSE SYMPTOMS SUCH AS:







excessive concern over cleanliness and health
feelings of helplessness and withdrawal
irritability
glazed stare, boredom
desire for home and old friends







physiological stress reactions
getting "stuck" on one thing
excessive sleep
compulsive eating/drinking/weight gain
stereotyping and hostility towards host nationals

LEADING A GROUP
Every tutor acts as the leader of his/her student group. That’s why it’s good to know few basic things about
being a leader. It is always a challenge to activate and motivate your group. How do you as a leader
motivate the students to work in a group, get them to come to events and see each other outside school?
Arrange enough guided activities and encourage them to take part in them! When you take part yourself,
you also commit the students to the activities. Do things yourself and show an example. Lead the students
and guide them to act themselves.
How can you motivate those students that are not interested in working in a group? For most of them the
reason is simple; they don’t know enough about things. Remember to inform the students actively on
what’s happening, where, when, who and why. Some of the students don’t get involved with the activities
because they can’t. Give them the basis to act and give more information and make it possible for them to
take part; figure out a date for the activities so that everyone can take part. Only a small part of students
doesn’t want to take part in activities. Encourage them and make them also a part of the group. Also find
out why they are reluctant to take part.

FORMING A GROUP
Forming a group is a very important part of being a tutor. New students don’t know each other yet so
tutors play an important part in making them a group. Those students who are easily left aside should be
made part of the group.
More important than learning the definition of a group is to learn to know the group you are tutoring. So as
a tutor you should try to get to know every member of your group and at least learn their names. Once you
know the members of your group it’s also easier to understand their actions as group.
Tutors can further the formation of the group by making it easier for everyone to get to know each other
and producing them collective experiences. The introductory games and other events of the first weeks
play in important part.

STARTING PHASE
In the early stages of the studies the behavior of the group is still rigid, and students are looking for their
place in the group. Students are reserved, but curious towards each other. It’s important for the members
of the group to feel safe, so this is the phase where tutors are the ones to turn to. The starting phase is the
most important part of the formation of a group, because it depends on the actions of the tutor and the
atmosphere that the tutor manages to create how well the formation happens. Tutors need to be well
prepared and take initiative in forming the group. Different games help people to get acquainted and they
release any tension and create relaxed atmosphere in the group.

ACTION PHASE
In the action phase the group spirit starts to form, and it becomes more relaxed. Members of the group are
interested in working together and tutors should use that in their own activities. Tutors can for example
arrange the group some informal gatherings outside the school hours. Gradually tutors can start to
delegate the responsibility of the gatherings and activities to the members of the group but keep an eye on
them from the side.
Members of the group begin to feel part of the group and there’s more of a team spirit. Each person’s role
starts to form, e.g. the leader of the group begins to stand out. It’s important that at this point the tutors
make sure that even the quieter members have their voices heard and no one is left out.
Unfortunately, the formation of a group and the actions of a group don’t always go hand in hand. The
group can go through a conflict phase when there are different alliances and power struggles inside the
group. That’s when a tutor needs to act as a mediator and try to get both parties to talk to each other. It’s
very important that tutors stay impartial and don’t get involved in the conflicts! The group can also go
through a phase where they are no longer interested in acting together. That’s when the members feel like
the group is no longer giving them anything. In this situation the tutor should try to create the group spirit
again, give the group joint tasks and organize a gathering to lift the mood.

INDEPENDENCE PHASE
At this point, the group functions without the help of the tutor. It’s a good idea though for the tutor to still
meet the group a couple of times and agree together that he/she is going to stay in the background from
now on. It’s important for the tutor to emphasize that he/she is still available for the group if needed. Even
though tutoring is most important on the first weeks of school, tutors should arrange some meetings with
the groups later in their studies. After the chaos of the first few weeks the new students come up with
questions that they didn’t think of in the beginning.

STUDENT UNION LAMKO
WHAT IS LAMKO?
LAMKO is the student union of Lahti University of Applied Sciences. So LAMKO’s job is to promote the
interests of the students of LAMK. Part of promoting the interests of the students is to monitor the quality
of education, acquiring member benefits and promoting social policy interests.
All the operators in LAMKO are students, except the office personnel. Secretary General oversees running
the everyday functions of the student union, e.g. ordering the student cards and acquiring member
benefits. Adviser of tutoring and international affairs oversees recruiting new tutors, organizing the tutor
interviews and tutor training and taking care of the international activities. The student board, the board of
representatives and the working groups consist only of students.

WHAT DOES LAMKO DO?
In addition to the student board running their own sectors, LAMKO oversees acquiring student benefits and
bringing forward the interests of students to LAMK. LAMKO has representatives in different LAMK teams
and the board of LAMK. LAMKO represents students also nationally and influences the operations of
SAMOK, which brings forward the interests of students to the representatives of the government.
The student union is a legally operating community and is the official channel for the students to influence
their own study conditions – set by UAS law. It has an “autonomy” – LAMKO works separately from the
school, but as a co-worker.

LAMKO’S OFFICE
LAMKO’s main office is located at FellmanniCampus, Kirkkokatu 27, on the fourth floor. That’s where you
can find the secretary general and the adviser of tutoring and international affairs. Office hours are
mentioned on LAMKO’s webpage and Facebook-page. However, if you have urgent matter you can always
call us, we are sometimes at trainings and meetings and the office may be closed.
Any changes in the opening hours will be informed on LAMKO’s Facebook page.

STUDENT CARD
You can join the Student Union of Lahti University of Applied Sciences (LAMKO) by ordering the student
card by two easy steps. Either become a member through LAMKO’s website by filling in the registration
form. To get the digital student card (application not available for Windows phones) go to LAMKO’s office
to pay the membership fee. You can find the step-by-step instructions for joining the student union at
LAMKO’s webpage.

After paying your membership fee you are a member of the Student Union and entitled to all the discounts
that you can get with the student card. You will have financial benefits from both nationwide and local
companies. With the student card you will get for example up to 50% discount from travelling by long
distance bus or train in Finland. You can read more about the student discounts at www.frank.fi.
You can now join LAMKO for the whole length of your studies when you order your student card. Through
long term membership you will save money on the membership fees. If you have paid the membership fee
for the whole length of your studies but decide to change school or resign from the student union, you will
get the membership fee back from whole academic years or semester left on your membership.
It will take about 2-3 weeks for the plastic student card to arrive once you have made the order. The digital
student card is in use in 1-2 days. We recommend the digital card specially to exchange students. Once the
card has arrived at our office, we will send you e-mail so that you know to come and pick it up. The fee for
ordering a new student card to replace a lost or a broken card is 15,10 euros.

THE BOARD OF REPRESENTATIVES
The highest decision power in LAMKO lies with the board of representatives. The board of representatives
consists of 15 members and their deputy members. Members of the board of representatives must be
members of LAMKO (member fee paid). The students nominate themselves and, if there are enough
nominates, there will be an election. Only members of LAMKO can vote in that election.
The board of representatives assembles 4-6 times a year. The tasks of the board of representatives are to
choose the members of the student board, approve the strategy and the budget and other bigger courses
of conduct. One of the tasks is also to monitor the student board. The board of representatives selects the
members of the student board annually. The new board of representatives is elected every November and
one term last for one year.

THE STUDENT BOARD
The student board obviously consists only of students. The board has a chairman, a vice chairman and
heads of different sectors. The members of the student board are elected annually. The student board is
the representation that often shows to the outside about LAMKO.
The student board is the so called working part of LAMKO. The members of the student board take care of
the practical executions. The members of the board are divided to following fields: social policies,
educational policies, sports, culture and events, tutor, international affairs and communications. Each
member has their own task in their own field.

Head of social policies:

The head of social policies oversees the issues concerning the welfare of students. There are a lot of things
affecting welfare, so this sector is also very diverse. Social policies include student health care, livelihood,
equality and living. The head of social policies is informed about the current situations and develops the
welfare of students.
Head of educational policies:
The task of the head of educational policies is to monitor the quality of education in LAMK. That is why it is
very important that students actively give us feedback so that we can develop the matters concerning each
study program. The head of educational policies is often a member of work groups that plan the structure
of education or assess the quality of the current education situation.
Head of sports:
LAMKO’s head of sports organizes sports events and develops the sports opportunities even further. The
annual sports events include the fall and snow football matches. Head of sports is also in charge of sport
tutors together with the advisers of tutoring.
Head of events:
The head of events is one of the most visible operators of the student board. The head of events oversees
organizing the student parties, and he/she gets help from the members of the working group of the same
field.
There are about 7-9 student parties each year. Some of the events are done together with project groups
formed by students.
Head of tutoring:
The head of tutoring is in contact on with the heads of tutors and peer tutors in the faculties. He/she
supports and helps the tutors in problematic situations and arranges the tutor interviews and training
together with the adviser of tutoring. There are 50-100 tutors trained every year, so the head of tutoring
has a lot of people to organize. That’s why the heads of tutors in each faculty play an important role in
tutoring.
Head of international affairs:
The head of international affairs handles the international tutors and degree tutors and organizes the
events arranged for the international students together with the adviser of tutoring.
Head of communications:
LAMKO’s head of communications oversees making sure any information about LAMKO is up-to-date. E.g.
any information to Reppu, internet and to the members of LAMKO go through the head of
communications. He/she also work as the editor of LAMKOOMA magazine.

SECTIONS

Every member of the student board has their own sections that is managed by them. Any student of LAMK
can apply to be in a section.
The sports section organizes sports events. The events section organizes parties and makes sure that other
people are having fun too. The communication section designs events posters and other marketing
materials.

IMPORTANT CONTACT INFORMATION
STUDENT UNION LAMKO
Offices:
FellmanniCampus 4th floor

Secretary General

Adviser

+358 50 5020 656

+358 45 1210 200

paasihteeri@lamko.fi

tutorsihteeri@lamko.fi

Chairman

Head of tutoring

+358 50 5020 634

tutor@lamko.fi

pj@lamko.fi

Head of international affairs

Vice Chairman

kv@lamko.fi

vpj@lamko.fi

Head of social policies

Head of events

sopo@lamko.fi

huvi@lamko.fi

Head of educational policies

Head of sports

kopo@lamko.fi

liikunta@lamko.fi
Head of communication
viestinta@lamko.fi

STUDENT PASTORS

Lahti’s congregations have offered students activities, a community and support in life’s different crises.
You can contact the pastors about any situations in life. For example:
o Loneliness
o Anxiety
o Fear of life and the future
o Relationships
Student pastor Sonja Turunen
gsm +358 44 7191203
sonja.turunen@evl.fi

STUDENT HEALTHCARE
In case of illness, you can first ask your school public health nurse for advice. If you cannot reach him/her,
you can get advice on weekdays from a nurse at your local district health care center.
Address: Svinhufvudinkatu 2 A, 1st floor
Appointments and advice: by phone +358 44 416 3658 (Mon-Thu between 8am and 11am)
Duty Nurse: Mon–Fri without appointment 08.00–10.00

PSYCHOLOGIST
Students can contact LAMK psychologist with any problems concerning their wellbeing and studying. You
can go to the practice to talk confidentially about anything that’s weighing on your mind. Psychologist
services are free for students.
Psychologist
Simo Ahonen
Phone +358 44 708 0476
psykologi@lamk.fi
Address: Svinhufvudinkatu 2 A, 2nd floor

SPECIAL NEEDS TEACHER
The Lahti University of Applied Sciences is offering the services of Special Needs Teacher as a support tool
for learning and all things related to studying. Students can contact, if they feel need of support in
developing your learning skills, identifying learning strategies, or anything else related to learning. Special
Needs Teacher will offer external help, support and advice. In addition, Special Needs Teacher is
responsible for testing reading and writing skills and planning support for those skills if needed. You can
find information on study skills from Lukireppu.
Special needs teacher Juha Tiitta
+358 44 708 1687, juha.tiitta@lamk.fi

TUTOR ACTION PLAN

ENTRANCE EXAMS

Time: ____________________Place: _________________________________________________________
Content:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibilities:__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

ORIENTATION WEEK FOR NEW STUDENTS

Time: ____________________Place: _________________________________________________________
Content:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibilities:__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

TOUR OF THE FACULTY
Go through things that the new students might have missed in the first orientation meetings, e.g. signing
up for courses, accommodation, student card etc. Make time to answer questions!





Cafeteria
LAMKO office
Student office
Important class rooms






Library
Computer rooms
Auditorium
Teachers’ offices

Time: ____________________Place: _________________________________________________________
Content:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibilities:__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

TOUR OF THE CITY
Introduce the places and services in Lahti that are useful/worth seeing for students. Make time to answer
questions that the students may have. You can end the tour e.g. by going to eat together, doing sports etc.






Train and bus station, bus stops
Health care center and Hospital
Pharmacy
Library
Post office






Bank
Police
Sports possibilities
Etc.

Time: ____________________Place: _________________________________________________________
Content:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibilities:__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

